
The lives of children and 
communities in Sierra Leone 
brightened by Sollatek and 
an Australian charity 

Kanga Schools (www.kangaschools.org), a 
charitable project run by volunteers in Sydney, 
Australia, is helping village schools in Sierra 
Leone, West Africa, one of the poorest countries 
in the world. Sollatek are delighted to be playing 
their part in this inspiring initiative.

Education was a major casualty of the 10-year civil war. Kanga 
Schools therefore went in at grass-roots level to give the new 
generation access to computers and books – and a chance to 
learn. Within a few years, the impact of the recycled books and 
computers on Sierra Leone’s children has been nothing short of 
extraordinary. Kanga now helps 40 schools, tertiary institutions 
and four national libraries. 

Lighting the way with Sollatek  

A particular problem is the unreliability of electricity, which 
is not available at all to most of the country. Because the 
beneficiary schools are located mainly in villages, where 
power is at its scarcest, Kanga have been buying generators to 
keep the PCs going. However, the village schools also wanted 
to extend use of the school libraries at night to the wider 
community, including adults improving their literacy. Sollatek’s 
compact fluorescent solar lantern appeared to be just what 
they were after.

With funds from a UK charity, Kanga have been able to source 
the  lanterns from Sollatek. Each can provide 7W of fluorescent 
light for 6 hours – and the power is, of course, free. Using solar 
energy, three lanterns will power a school library at night. The 
panels can be fixed to the roofs, and with the help of a 10 metre 
cable, the lanterns can be powered from inside.

Sollatek UK are delighted to be able to contribute in this way 
to transforming the lives of the children of Sierra Leone and 
offering them a real future to aspire to. We will continue to offer 
them support for as long as it is needed.
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Product: Glowstar Solar Lantern

CASE STUDY

continued overleaf Glowstar Solar Lantern (complete kit)
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Glowstar Features

• Durable, tough, glass filled polypropylene high impact, plastic construction
• Rain proof (when vertical) , dust proof, insect proof
• Can stand in 160mm of water
• Maintenance free
• 10,000 hours lamp life
• True zero power consumption when turned off
• Operates in any orientation
• Temperature compensated charging method for full battery capacity and  
 longer battery life
• Protection against deep discharge (inc. aux. output). Disconnects at 50%  
 depth of discharge
• Polycarbonate, UV stabilised cover to protect lamp
• Sealed, high reliability switches
• Multiple LED indications
• No glass covers to break
• High reliability
• Attractive packaging
• Highly efficient inverter and control circuits
• Long life in storage and shipping
• Well protected electronics, electrically and mechanically
• All parts corrosion resistant
• HF light inverter technology
• Protection against reverse charge current
• 10 minute shutdown warning
• Long battery life. Battery capacity reduced to approx. 60% after 450 cycles,  
 if fully used down to disconnection level every time. Longer life if not fully  
 used every time
• Cigarette socket output available enabling mobile phone charging  
 (Glowstar GS7 only)

Charging modes

Other  Sollatek Solar products	
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Solar Energy Systems

Charge Controllers

SLK (Solar Lighting Kit)

Solar Street lighting

Solar BatteriesSolar Modules Solar Water Pumps

Solar Lights
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controller, 
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Submersible pump 
(up to 180m)

Charge from sun Charge from mains Charge from vehicle Charge your mobile phone

(discharge)
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